CALL TO ACTION
Battle against Respiratory Viruses Initiative

A group of clinicians, scientists, and public health experts met in Geneva on 6 and 7 November 2012 to identify crucial needs in the battle against the morbidity and mortality caused by acute respiratory infections. Their deliberations emphasized the following points:

1. **Severe acute respiratory infections** including those resulting in pneumonia are the main infectious diseases killer globally accounting for an estimated 3.9 million deaths per year. In children aged less than 5 years, approximately 120 million cases of pneumonia occur annually, resulting in an estimated 1.4 million deaths, primarily in developing countries.

2. **Viral respiratory infections (VRIs)** are found in many cases of childhood pneumonia and are predisposing factors in most cases of bacterial pneumonias. In addition, VRIs cause many other acute respiratory syndromes resulting in hospitalizations and deaths across all age groups, with substantial impact in infants and young children, the elderly, and those with underlying cardiopulmonary or immunocompromising conditions.

3. **New respiratory viral threats** like SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV) or highly pathogenic avian influenza A (such as H5N1 or H7N7) viruses will continue to emerge, and present a risk of pandemic disease impacting global health security.

4. **Progress has been made towards reaching the Millennium Development Goal 4 to “Reduce child mortality”,** with respect to pneumonia mortality. Improvements in prevention, particularly expanded use of available bacterial vaccines, and treatment, including standardized case management of pneumonia and other severe respiratory infections have been made in recent decades but these still require broader implementation and/or refinement.

5. **Nonetheless, the current treatment paradigm of targeting bacterial respiratory infections with antibiotics alone, is inadequate** to optimally reduce pneumonia and other acute respiratory infections mortality, and may have negative consequences including adverse drug effects and raising healthcare costs. Inappropriate antibiotic use for VRIs also contributes to the increasingly serious problem of antibiotic resistance in bacterial pathogens.

6. **Furthermore, our understanding of the mechanisms of respiratory virus transmission and disease pathogenesis in key patient groups is incomplete,** limiting the development of rational and optimized preventive and therapeutic strategies. Further basic and clinical research is needed.
7. While vaccines are available for influenza, they are incompletely utilized and more effective, broadly protective and long-lasting immunogenic influenza vaccines are needed. Furthermore, there are no approved vaccines for other respiratory viruses and no clarity about if and when any might become available. There is an urgent need for development of safe and effective vaccines against respiratory viruses, particularly for respiratory syncytial virus, a leading cause of VRI morbidity and mortality in young children and elderly worldwide.

8. Antiviral treatment of seasonal and pandemic influenza can reduce morbidity and mortality, especially when treatment is started early. However, cost-effective antiviral agents and other therapies for other VRIs are not currently available, and an urgent need exists to support research for new safe and effective therapeutics to target specific respiratory viruses but also, if possible, to develop antivirals with broad spectrum activity.

9. Respiratory viral infections are often unrecognized because of the lack of rapid, inexpensive and reliable diagnostic tests. There is thus an urgent need to have good diagnostic tests especially at point of care to guide therapeutic choices and to improve clinical management.

10. In addition, better access to and use of existing care systems and practices, such as ensuring early and appropriate oxygen therapy and monitoring, is needed to improve clinical management of severe acute respiratory infection in the context of other therapeutic strategies.

The signatories of this call to action urge public health authorities, research organizations and private sector to collaborate on developing and implementing a global plan of action to address in a comprehensive and integrated manner the morbidity and mortality caused by acute viral respiratory infections and their complications through relevant basic and clinical research and the development of improved surveillance, diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines and strengthening of clinical research infra-structures and healthcare delivery systems.

LIST OF SIGNATORIES

Alphabetical order

1. Dr Ximena Aguilera S, Centre of Epidemiology and Public Health Policy, Faculty of Medicine Clínica Alemana- Universidad del Desarrollo, Chile

2. Pr. Francesco Blasi, European Respiratory Society, Switzerland

3. Dr Guy Boivin, Université Laval, Canada

4. Dr Abdullah Brooks, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and International Center for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh

5. Pr. Roberto Bruzzone, HKU-Pasteur Research Pole, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR

6. Dr Harry Campbell, Centre for Population Health Sciences, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom

7. Dr Gail Carson, International Severe Acute Respiratory Infection Consortium (ISARIC), United Kingdom

8. Pr. Tawee Chotpitayasunondh, Queen Sirikit National Institute of Child Health and Ministry of Public Health, Thailand

9. Dr Jean-Marie Cohen, France

10. Pr. George Dimopoulos, University Hospital ATTIKO, Medical School, University of Athens, Greece

11. Pr. Jeremy Farrar, Oxford University Clinical Research Unit, Wellcome Trust MOP, Hospital for Tropical Diseases Vietnam, SEAICRN & ISARIC, Vietnam

12. Pr. Zhancheng Gao, Department of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine, Peking University People’s Hospital, China

13. Dr Brad Gessner, Agence de Médecine Préventive, France

14. Dr Myer Glickman, Afro-European Medical and Research Network, United Kingdom

15. Dr Walter Haas, Robert Koch Institute, Germany

16. Pr. Frederick Hayden, University of Virginia School of Medicine, United States of America and and Wellcome Trust, United Kingdom

17. Dr Tabish Hazir, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences, Children’s Hospital Pakistan

18. Dr Jean-Michel Héraud, Institut Pasteur de Madagascar, Madagascar

19. Pr. David SC Hui, Stanley Ho Center for Emerging Infectious Diseases, and Division of Respiratory Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR

20. Dr Dan Jernigan, Influenza Division, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, United Stated of America

21. Pr. Menno D. de Jong, Department of Medical Microbiology, Academic Medical Center University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

22. Pr. Keith P Klugman, Emory University, United Stated of America
23. Pr. Xavier de Lamballerie, Aix-Marseille Université, Institut de Recherche pour le Développement and Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santé Publique, France

24. Dr Leneva Irina, I. Mechnikov Research Institute of Vaccines and Sera, Russian Academy of Medical Science, Russia

25. Pr. Bruno Lina, Université de Lyon, et Hospices Civils de Lyon, France

26. Dr Paula Lister, Great Ormond Street Hospital and NHS Foundation Trust, United Kingdom

27. Pr. Stephan Ludwig, Westfälische-Wilhelms-University Münster, Germany

28. Dr Jonathan A. McCullers, University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center, Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital and St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, United States of America

29. Pr. Marc Mendelson, Division of Infectious Diseases and HIV Medicine, University of Cape Town, South Africa

30. Pr. Elizabeth Molyneux, Department of Paediatrics, College of Medicine, University of Malawi, Malawi

31. Pr. Arnold Monto, University of Michigan School of Public Health, United States of America

32. Pr. David Murdoch, University of Otago, New Zealand

33. Pr. Yoshiyuki Nagai, RIKEN, Center of Research Network for Infectious Diseases (CRNID), Japan

34. Dr Harish Nair, Centre for Population Health Sciences, The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom

35. Pr. Karl G Nicholson, University Hospitals of Leicester, NHS Trust and the University of Leicester, United Kingdom

36. Dr Yoshiko Okamoto, RIKEN Center of Research Network for Infectious Diseases (CRNID), Japan

37. Pr. Peter Openshaw, Imperial College London, United Kingdom

38. Pr. Hitoshi Oshitani, Tohoku University, Japan

39. Dr Gernot Rohde, European Respiratory Society, The Netherlands

40. Pr. Olli Ruuskanen, Turku University Hospital, Finland

41. Dr Pathom Sawanpanyalert, Thailand

42. Dr Charles Senessie, Afro-European Medical and Research Network, Switzerland

43. Pr. Norio Sugaya, Department of Pediatrics, Keiyu Hospital, Japan

44. Pr. Paul Anantharajah Tambyah, National University of Singapore, Singapore

45. Dr Tim Uyeki, Influenza Division, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, United States of America

46. Dr Guy Vernet, Fondation Merieux, France

47. Dr Eoin West, International Respiratory & Severe Illness Center (INTERSECT), United States of America

48. Dr Hongjie Yu, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, China